FLASh Drives For Freedom

Are you ready to help challenge the world’s most isolated authoritarian regime?

In North Korea, all information is tightly controlled and citizens are only allowed propaganda produced by the regime. Outside information is valuable – Some 33,850 North Koreans have chosen to undertake a dangerous journey to reach South Korea, many inspired from content found on USB drives and SD cards sent in by fellow defectors, dedicated to sending information, culture, truth, and knowledge back to their families, friends, and neighbors in North Korea. The information they send back serves as windows to the outside world, capable of freeing the minds of millions of people.

Through its award-winning Flash Drives for Freedom program, The Human Rights Foundation collects flash drives on behalf of North Korean defector-led organizations. By foregoing purchasing costs, securely wiping and recycling USB drives and SD cards, Flash Drives for Freedom allows these groups to focus on programs and future work rather than spending time and money on purchasing equipment.

Since 2016, the Human Rights Foundation (HRF) has sent in 130,000 USB drives and SD cards into the world’s most closed country. With your help, we can continue to open up North Korea, one USB stick at a time. Help Free North Korea with Information by:

1. Sending a USB or SD card to the address listed below
2. Organizing a Drive for Drives visit the HRF website for info and tips
3. Donating funds towards our operational and purchasing costs

Flash Drives For Freedom
C/o Human Rights Foundation
350 Fifth Ave, Suite 4202 New York, NY 10118
USA

flashdrivesforfreedom.org / fdff@hrf.org / Human Rights Foundation
자유를 위한 USB 드라이브
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